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IN THIS EDITION 

Hi All, hope everyone is well and battling through. 
We’ve had some very tough times recently with 
drought, fires and even flash flooding. These events 
affect us all in one way or another, some more than 
most. Our thoughts are with each and everyone of you 
experiencing tough times on the land. Let’s hope the 
next few years bring about a change for the better. 

Our non-greasing axles are finally ready! 

I’m sure you have all had seized gauge wheel arms and 

been unable to adjust your depth at some point. It has 

taken SIX years but we finally have a solution. Our new 

non greasing gauge wheel axles will be the turning point 

in eliminating these jammed axles. Our new product will 

replace the following parts – A, B, D, J & T   Parts 

reference. These parts alone cost in excess of $235 AUD 

inc gst. 

Normally part N is also replaced but with our new system 

your damaged/worn depth adjustment arm can be re-

used, saving another $185 AUD inc gst.  

 

http://www.bprengineering.com.au/
mailto:info@bprengineering.com.au
http://manuals.deere.com/omview/OMA90087_19/AG,OUO1074,563_19_20050321.html
http://manuals.deere.com/omview/OMA90087_19/AG,OUO1074,563_19_20050321.html
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Well the guys have finally 

spat the dummy and 

invented a better way to 

service your seeder.  

Using state of the art  Razor 

International technology, 

coupled with Jost Lifting 

legs, Colin has adapted a 

system to save time, money 

and his back.  

 Currently capable of 

raising box drills and up to 

43ft air seeders, with plans 

to adapt to 50ft & 60ft 

already underway. 

Check out these pic’s 

Fine Cover plate 
 

Introducing our new fine-toothed 

cover plate. Equivalent increments 

to the original JD model yet…………. 

built stronger to last longer! 

Couple with our solid tab T handles 

for an indestructible system 

 

South Australia – We are coming!!!! 

Due to demand we are now including SA 

in our Annual Onsite Maintenance trips.  
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Parts Range 

We are slowly increasing our aftermarket product range to help make your machine as reliable as we 
can. We don’t intend to stop there either. If you have an issue with the longevity of a JD product on 
your 1590, 1890 or 1895, let us know and we will see if we can help. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

We all get our fair share of unwanted emails and its annoying, so if you do not wish 

to receive our newsletter please reply to our email with the words UNSUBSCRIBE. 

 

http://www.bprengineering.com.au/
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PARTS TO SUIT 90 SERIES 
JOHN DEERE DISC 

OPENERS 

   

28/02/2020 

PART NO# DESCRIPTION 
PRICE EX 

GST 
PRICE INC 

GST 

DISC 18" DISC TO SUIT JOHN DEERE OPENER $60.00 $66.00 

ARICKSNG62 
62mm NON GREASABLE BUSH SET FOR JD 90 
SERIES OPENER PRESS WHEEL PIVOT 

$65.00 $71.50 

ARICKSNG86 
86mm NON GREASABLE BUSH SET FOR JD 90 
SERIES OPENER CLOSING WHEEL PIVOT 

$65.00 $71.50 

ARICKSMPB ARICKS MAIN PIN AND BUSH KIT $60.00 $66.00 

SEEDBOOTL BPR EXTENDED WEAR SEED BOOT LEFT $160.00 $176.00 

SEEDBOOTR BPR EXTENDED WEAR SEED BOOT RIGHT $160.00 $176.00 

BOOT BOLT BPR SHOULDERED BOLT $8.00 $8.80 

ARICKS050DA 
ARICKS AUSTRALIA DEPTH ADJUSTMENT AXLE  

$275.00 $302.50 
**NON GREASABLE **AVAILABLE FEB 2020 – Limited No# 

MUDSMITH WHEEL 3 MUDSMITH GAUGE WHEEL 3 SPOKED 3" $245.00 $269.50 

MUDSMITH WHEEL 4.5 MUDSMITH GAUGE WHEEL 3 SPOKED 4 1/2" $245.00 $269.50 

AW001LHC ARICKS WHEEL COMPLETE UNIT LEFT HAND $580.00 $638.00 

AW002RHC ARICKS WHEEL COMPLETE UNIT RIGHT HAND $580.00 $638.00 

AA108R ARM ASSEMBLY DEPTH ADJ RH $85.00 $93.50 

AA109L ARM ASSEMBLY DEPTH ADJ LH $85.00 $93.50 

AA710 T HANDLE DEPTH ADJ $30.00 $33.00 

AA710HD T HANDLE DEPTH ADJ HEAVY DUTY $40.00 $44.00 

AA120 ARICKS HEAVY DUTY COVER PLATE $40.00 $44.00 

AA241 ARICKS LARGE HUB TRIPLE LIP SEAL & S/S SLEEVE $20.00 $22.00 

AA13294 ARICKS SMALL TRIPLE LIP HUB SEAL $6.50 $7.15 

AA5203 ARICKS GAUGE/CLOSING WHEEL BEARING $18.00 $19.80 

AA357 ARICKS PRESS WHEEL BEARING $10.50 $11.55 

AA306037 ARICKS DISC HUB TAPERED BEARING $70.00 $77.00 

AA024 ARICKS FLANGE LOCK NUT $2.70 $2.97 

AA1452 ARICKS CLOSING WHEEL WASHER $1.25 $1.38 

ARICKS20POINTCW ARICKS 20 POINT CLOSING WHEEL $90.00 $99.00 

938-187 BOSS CLOSING WHEEL SPRING RIGHT $15.00 $16.50 

938-188 BOSS CLOSING WHEEL SPRING LEFT $15.00 $16.50 

938-180 BOSS PRESS WHEEL SPRING RIGHT $12.50 $13.75 

938-181 BOSS PRESS WHEEL SPRING LEFT $12.50 $13.75 

EXAPTA DURALOK EXAPTA DURALOK PRESS/FIRMING WHEELS * $85.00 $93.50 

EXAPTA LEAF SPRING EXAPTA LEAF SPRING * $9.00 $9.90 

EXAPTA NINJA TAB EXAPTA NINJA STRIP *  $8.00 $8.80 

                                                            ALL PRICES ARE RECOMMENDED RETAIL                              * price subject to change 

http://www.bprengineering.com.au/
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VIDEO -Lifting legs in action 

 

 

“Get in early to avoid disappointment for disc seeder maintenance” 

Our servicing schedule is 

growing each year. Due to 

the high demand we 

strongly encourage you to 

book in early. It is best to 

call prior to Christmas, 

(yes, this early), if you want 

your seeder on the 

maintenance list for the 

following sowing season. 

We also perform onsite 

maintenance all year 

round, so perhaps this 

would be a better 

consideration to guarantee 

a visit from the guys. 

ON-SITE 
MAINTENANCE 

Can you Help us? Please. We need some 

generous farmers who are willing to let us 

film their machines whilst sowing. Unlike 

previous media recordings, we no longer 

need to interrupt your sowing time. We 

have a drone that we can fly alongside you 

without having to disturb you at all.  We 

also need some new Aricks wheel trials. If 

you are willing to help in either of these 

areas, please contact Jacqui 0418865125 

to arrange. All you need is a JD 1590, 1890 

or 1895 and we will do the rest. 

IT’S ABOUT TIME 

We have finally joined Twitter, 

better late than never 

In Oct 2019, we welcomed 

Damien (Damo) to the Aricks 

Family. 

Damo joins us with a Fitter 

Machinist background and 

has excellent mechanical 

knowledge.  

He is enjoying learning all 

about JD Disc seeders and 

keeping Colin on schedule. 

Also a keen motorcycle 

enthusiast, Damo hates a VB 

at the end of a busy day.  

 

 

http://www.bprengineering.com.au/
mailto:info@bprengineering.com.au
https://www.exapta.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tr0HB7wmd1A
https://twitter.com/AricksAustralia
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCQCA6ke9TKLHnIIjBEEwLzg?view_as=subscriber
https://www.facebook.com/aricksaustralia

